I. INTRODUCTION

During the period from 2000-2007 observers of the Japanese legal profession grew accustomed to a new world in which lawyers and law firms played an increasingly important role in Japan. The changes during this time included the following: (1) the rise of large corporate law firms, (2) an increase in both the demand for corporate legal
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services and the supply of lawyers, (3) an expansion in the range of work activities of big firm lawyers and their increasing influence with Japanese businesses and government, and (4) both domestic and international law firm mergers and a greater presence by foreign law firms in Tokyo.¹

In addition to these changes in the legal profession that contradicted our long-standing image of Japan as a place where law and lawyers were of little importance, this period saw the introduction of even more ambitious legal reform. Following a broad plan adopted in 2001 (see Table 4),² a new graduate law school system was introduced in 2004,³ plans were made for the continuing expansion of the supply of lawyers with a corresponding increase in their role as “doctors for the people’s social lives,”⁴ a new jury (or “lay judge”) system began for serious criminal cases,⁵ foreign law firms were

¹ The extent and significance of these changes were explored in a prior panel discussion of Japanese lawyers held in 2007. See B.E. ARONSON, The Brave New World of Lawyers in Japan: Proceedings of a Panel Discussion on the Growth of Corporate Law Firms and the Role of Lawyers in Japan, in: Columbia Journal of Asian Law 21 (2007) 45; an abbreviated version was published in: ZJapanR/J.Japan.L 26 (2008) 33. That article concluded that the positive aspects of an increasingly important role and new opportunities for Japanese lawyers were achieved at the cost of new competitive pressures and tradeoffs that are familiar to American lawyers, and that the prior insular and secure “beautiful world” of Japanese lawyers cited by one panelist might be disappearing in place of a competitive “brave new world” for lawyers in Japan, ibid. at 82.


⁴ This is the goal quoted in the reform council’s report. See THE JUSTICE SYSTEM REFORM COUNCIL, supra note 2, chapter III, part 1-1.

⁵ Saiban-in no sanka suru keiji saiban ni kansuru hōritsu [Act Concerning Participation of Lay Assessors in Criminal Trials], Law No. 63/2004, engl. transl.: K. ANDERSON / E. SAINT, Japan’s Quasi Jury (Saiban-in) Law: An Annotated Translation of the Act Concerning Participation of Lay Assessors in Criminal Trials, in: Asian-Pacific Law & Policy Journal 6 (2005) 9. Under the lay-judge system, mixed tribunals of professional judges and members of the public are called to render verdicts and determine sentences in serious criminal cases. There are varying conceptions of the role of the lay-judge system in Japanese society; some view it as an important step towards reforming a criminal justice system that is substantially unfair to criminal defendants, others as a means of educating the public about the legal sys-
allowed to form partnerships with Japanese firms and hire Japanese attorneys, and numerous measures were undertaken to implement this vision (see Table 5).

In the United States, the 2008 financial crisis had a serious impact on a legal profession that had been growing strongly for three decades. For the first time large firms laid off attorneys for clearly stated economic reasons rather than due to performance, and their longstanding business models were called into question. American law schools, that had also enjoyed decades of continuous growth, faced their own challenge to their business and educational models. With increasing student loan burdens and a tough job market, the question frequently arose whether law school was now a “bad deal” for law students.

This raised the interesting question of how Japan, with its much shorter history of large law firms and professional law schools, has been affected by the 2008 financial crisis. Has the demand for legal services dried up? Have Japanese law firms also had layoffs? Is the number of lawyers still expanding? Have attitudes toward the activities of foreign law firms changed? Are recent reforms in the legal profession and legal education over the past decade continuing or is there retrenchment due to poor economic conditions? In addition, what is the effect of the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and ongoing nuclear reactor crisis?

---


7 See W.D. HENDERSON/R.M. ZAHORSKY, Paradigm Shift, in: ABA Journal 7 (2011) 40 (arguing that a “massive structural shift” of the balance of power in the provision of legal services from traditional law firms to clients and new “tech-savvy” legal service providers began prior to, and was significantly exacerbated by, the 2008 financial crisis, and that the business model of big law firms has permanently changed); “A Less Gilded Future”, Economist, 7 May 2011, 74.


The theme of a recent panel discussion by prominent attorneys from Japan was that the Japanese legal profession was demonstrating considerable resiliency in the face of these challenges. The panelists shared a basic optimism that Japan’s legal profession will adjust to the current short-term issues as necessary, and still enjoys a bright future. However, as in the United States, fundamental issues concerning the relationship between the legal profession, the legal educational system, and society were highlighted and discussed following the 2008 financial crisis.

The panel discussion covered three principal areas: the fall in demand for legal services following the 2008 financial crisis and law firms’ response, legal education and the supply of lawyers, and the effect of the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and its aftermath. The panelists viewed both the 2008 financial crisis and the Tōhoku earthquake as one-time events that would not affect the long-term health of the legal profession in Japan.

The 2008 financial crisis affected the demand for legal services in Japan, but to a lesser extent than in the United States and the United Kingdom. Large Japanese corporate law firms continued to grow (see Table 1). One panelist from a large firm estimated that his firm’s annual rate of revenue growth slowed from 20% prior to the financial crisis to 5% following it, but did not turn negative as was the case for many American and English firms.

The suggested reasons for this difference in impact included the smaller size of Japanese law firms, the prior, ongoing restructuring efforts of Japanese corporations in the face of an extended period of low economic growth, and continuing trends related to the growing importance of lawyers in Japanese society. Within Japan, smaller law firms were even less affected than large firms in light of their size and relative insulation from the downturn in cross-border transactions that occurred as foreign investors reduced their activities in Japan.

Even with a lesser financial impact than that suffered by US and UK firms, large Japanese law firms nevertheless had a temporary surplus of lawyers that necessitated more active management of their attorney population. Unlike the United States and the United Kingdom, there were no announced layoffs or direct firing of attorneys in Japan.\(^\text{10}\) Large Japanese law firms undertook closer monitoring of associates’ perform-

\(^\text{10}\) In fact, there does not appear to have been a significant reduction in hiring, either. For example, Nishimura & Asahi hired 46 new associates in January of 2010 and 32 new associates in January of 2011, NISHIMURA & ASAHI, Topics: News, available at http://www.jurists.co.jp/en/topics/others_8248.html (last retrieved on 31 May 2011); NISHIMURA & ASAHI, Topics: News, available at http://www.jurists.co.jp/en/topics/others_9828.html (last retrieved on 31 May 2011). This is the continuation of a trend of larger incoming classes established in the years prior to the Financial Crisis of 2008 in which a typical incoming class of new attorneys at a major corporate law firm was somewhere in the twenties or thirties, see, e.g., B.E. ARONSON, Changes in the Role of Lawyers and Corporate Governance in Japan – How Do We Measure Whether Legal Reform Leads to Real Change?, in: Washington University Global Studies Law Review 8 (2009) 230; Zadan-kai: Daiki-bo hōritsu jimusho no gendai to shōrai [Roundtable: The Present and Future of Large-Scale Law Firms] in: Jiyū to Seigī 57 (May 2006) 39 (speaker: Akira Kosugi).
ance and assumed a larger role in career counseling in light of the diminished opportunities for advancement within firms.

There was some disagreement among the panelists as to whether this truly represented a “kinder, gentler” approach to managing associates that was significantly different from the methods commonly used by American and English firms. Representatives of large Japanese firms viewed their efforts as a form of career guidance and counseling, but the Tokyo head of a prominent English firm did not see a substantial difference in result between Japanese practices and layoffs. He noted that the small lateral attorney market in Tokyo was flooded with young Japanese lawyers who had been pressured to leave large firms and that the end result was similar to the more direct layoffs generally associated with personnel practices at English and American firms.

Panelists’ comments also raised the issue whether big firm practices that resulted from the 2008 financial crisis, such as more aggressive management of associates, could become permanent features of corporate law firms. It is argued in the United States that the financial crisis and other factors may have changed the business model of big law firms, and Japanese firms also face new concerns about cost control and lawyer quality.

The most controversial topic within Japan today is the question of legal education and the supply of lawyers. The far-reaching reform program formulated in 2001 called for a significant increase in the number of newly admitted attorneys each year and a doubling of the lawyer population by 2018. The quality of new attorneys would simultaneously be improved through a new system of graduate-level professional law schools (accompanied by a new bar exam) that would go far beyond the traditional undergraduate law departments in providing both a broader-based and more professional legal education.

Over the past decade there have been substantial increases in the number of new lawyers per year (from roughly 1,000 to 2,100) and in the total number of lawyers (approximately 17,000 to 29,000), although both measures remain well below the ambitious reform goals of 3,000 new lawyers per year and a total of 50,000 lawyers in 2018 (see Table 5). There are now many stories, supported by data, about new lawyers who are unable to find jobs.

---

11 See supra note 7.
12 Although it was beyond the scope of the panel discussion, it should be noted that Korea has undertaken a similar fundamental reform of its legal educational system following legislation enacted in 2007. See, e.g., Y.K. Jeong, Korean Legal Education for the Age of Professionalism: Suggestions for More Concerted Curricula (working paper, July 2009), available at http://works.bepress.com/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1006&context=young_cheol_jeong&sei-redir=1#search=%22Korea%20legal%20education%20reform%22 (last retrieved 12 September 2011). For background on the parallel reform processes in Japan and Korea, see T. Ginsburg, Transforming Legal Education in Japan and Korea, in: Pennsylvania State International Law Review 22 (2004) 433.
13 See THE JUSTICE SYSTEM REFORM COUNCIL, supra note 2.
14 See supra note 3.
The new law schools also encountered problems. The original idea was to attract a broader range of law school students, in particular including those with no previous study of law, by raising the number of new attorneys each year and providing a significantly higher bar passage rate (originally envisioned to be in the range of 70% in contrast to 2-3% under the old system). However, due to a large number of law schools and law students the bar passage rate has been much lower than anticipated (recently 27.6%; see Table 3).15 This has discouraged potential law students with non-legal backgrounds from applying to law school, and has encouraged law school students to focus their studies narrowly on bar exam courses and topics rather than pursuing a broad-based legal education.16 The Japanese bar (as represented by the Japan Federation of Bar Associations or “JFBA”), which initially supported both the increase in the supply of lawyers and the new law school system, has suffered internal turmoil over these issues17 and has recently called for a reduction in the annual number of new attorneys18 and reform of the law school system.19

---

15 The actual bar passage rate for the first law school graduating class under the new system (2006) was 48.3% and, as noted in the text, this percentage has fallen to 27.6% in 2009. See infra, Table 3. The percentage is expected to stabilize in the area of 24%. See S. Miyazawa/T. Yonetani, Nyūgaku tei’in no ichiritusu sanwari sakugen to sanzen-nin gōkaku no dōji katsu sassoku na jisshi o – shimurūshon ni yoru kinkū teigen [For the Simultaneous and Rapid Implementation of an Across-the Board 30% Reduction in the Number of Entering Students and 3,000 Bar Passers – an Emergency Recommendation according to our Simulation], in: Hōgaku Seminā 628 (2007) 60. The declining pass rate is a result primarily of law school students being divided into two groups with a two-year law school course for undergraduates with law majors and a three-year course for non-law undergraduates, ibid. As the non-law undergraduate majors completed the three-year law school course and began taking the bar, there was an increase in the total number of bar exam takers.

16 Prior to the implementation of graduate law schools, fierce competition resulting from extremely low bar passage rates created a phenomenon known as daigaku-banare, “the tendency to leave university classes and focus only on preparatory schools.” Reformers believed that because conventional legal education was “not … sufficient in terms of … specialized legal education” and because curriculum at preparatory schools was solely focused on the bar, the quality of attorneys was seriously impacted.”, JUSTICE REFORM COUNCIL, supra note 2, chapter III, part 2-1. While graduate law schools were seen as a means of facilitating more broad-based and practical training for attorneys, falling bar passage rates have encouraged, if not forced, law schools to assume the role once filled by preparatory schools.

17 In March 2010, for the first time in the history of the JFBA, an outside insurgent, Kenji Utsunomiya, was elected president over the incumbent Vice President, Takeji Yamamoto. The key issue that attracted support for the challenger was reportedly a pledge to work for a more drastic reduction in the annual number of new lawyers (to 1,500) than promised by the incumbent Vice President, see S. Kamiya, Reformist Bar Head Works to Raise Way Lawyers Serve, in: Japan Times, 24 July 2010. For a recent critical look at the postwar history of the JFBA, see generally M. Kobayashi, Konna nichiben-ren ni dare ga shita? [Who Made it this kind of JFBA?] (2010).

18 The JFBA maintains that questions about the efficacy of the graduate law school system and increases in the number of unemployed lawyers indicate that the growth of the population of lawyers was too drastic and sudden. To address these “institutional distortions” it urges that the “number of successful bar examination candidates [be reduced] to a significant extent
The panelists, while recognizing shortcomings in the recent reforms, were surprisingly uniform in their support of the goals of reform and the necessity of continuing to progress toward those goals. They largely attributed the problems of the new law schools to design flaws and political compromises in the original plan for law schools and to continuing bureaucratic infighting between the government agencies responsible for education and for the legal profession. There was also a consensus that the growth in the supply of lawyers should not be diminished, but rather should continue to increase.20

Rather than a debate on the number of new lawyers, the panelists regarded the real issue as one of expanding the role of lawyers to address the actual and potential demand for legal services by corporations and government on one hand and by consumers on the other.21 In particular, one panelist noted that it was important to remove sources of competition to lawyers: the large numbers of undergraduate law majors who go to work for business and government directly upon graduation and a variety of quasi-lawyers who

19 The JFBA made a number of recommendations to address failings of the legal education system, including: re-examining the preliminary exam so that it does not undermine the philosophical basis for the law school system; temporarily increasing the number of times a student can take the bar exam from three times to five times; and reducing the number of law school students by abolishing or merging schools, JAPAN FEDERATION OF BAR ASSOCIATIONS, Urgent Recommendations on Improvement of the Professional Legal Training and Education System, available at http://www.nichibenren.or.jp/en/activities/statements/110327_1.html (last retrieved on 15 June 2011). The impact on bar passage rates of allowing students to take the bar exam five times is not discussed, but it stands to reason that the increased pool of applicants would lead to further declines in passage rates. If this measure were to be implemented alongside the recommendation to lower the numerical limit on candidates passing the bar, supra note 18, the resulting low bar passage rate could potentially undermine the graduate law school system.

20 How to best achieve these goals remains contentious. The most recent controversy centers on retaining a system for a limited number of law undergraduates to “bypass” graduate law schools and take the bar exam upon completion of their undergraduate legal education. A new form of bypass, the yobi examination, is being offered for the first time in 2011. The yobi examination draws attention to the many shortcomings of the graduate law school system and has provided a vehicle for renewed debate about the direction of legal education reform, see T. OKUSHIMA, Rinen ni tachimodori hōsō o fuyase [Return to Ideals, Increase the Number of Lawyers], in: Asahi Shinbun, 31 May 2011, 15; J. AN’NEN, Shihō shiken no juken shikaku ni suruna [Don’t Make Law School a Requirement for Sitting for the Bar Exam], in: Asahi Shinbun, 31 May 2011, 15.

21 By one measure, the total number of in-house lawyers has increased from 64 in 2001 to 242 in 2007, ARONSON, supra note 10, 231. This number has continued to grow to 412 in 2009. NIHON SOSHIKI-NAI BENGŌ-SHI KYŌKAI [Japan In-house Lawyers Association], Kigyō-nai bengō-shi no ninzō to shozoku kigyō ni kansuru chōsa 2009-nen shimo-hanki [Second Half 2009 Report on the Number and Corporate Affiliation of In-house Lawyers] (2009). For the central government, the number of in-house government lawyers increased from 40 in 2004 to 69 in 2006, ARONSON, supra note 10, 231.
undertake examinations and receive separate licenses in areas such as tax law and intellectual property law that would be serviced by lawyers in the United States.\textsuperscript{22} In addition, a panelist noted that demand for legal services remained weak among Japanese consumers.\textsuperscript{23}

This led to a discussion of perhaps the most fundamental issue underlying legal reform — the philosophy behind legal education and the bar exam and the striking contrast between the American system and the traditional view of the bar in Japan. While in the United States the premise of the bar exam is to confirm that lawyers have the necessary minimal knowledge to be competent attorneys and to let them compete broadly and fulfill a wide range of social roles without regulating their numbers, the former system in Japan was to pick a small elite group of highly capable lawyers for a narrow range of jobs through very difficult testing and direct regulation of their number. The question arose as to which model, if either, accurately describes Japan’s newly emerging system, and which model is preferable for the legal profession.

One panelist noted that the planners of the new law school system favored a new philosophy that is broadly similar to that prevailing in the United States. However, this approach represents a significant departure from past practice and was neither broadly discussed nor universally accepted when the reform program was formulated.

The panelists, all of whom are highly successful lawyers, embraced the new broader, competitive approach that underlies the law school system. Several panelists expressly accepted the notion that a law license should be like a “driver’s license,” i.e., it should result in competition among qualified license-holders to fill a wide variety of society’s law-related needs rather than creating a small elite with a narrow focus. However, a panelist also expressed the concern that the low bar passage rate under the current law

\textsuperscript{22} The number of lawyers in Japan, as of March, 2010, was 28,789, see, \textit{JAPAN FEDERATION OF BAR ASSOCIATIONS, supra note 6, 1. The number of licensed legal specialists (i.e., not including undergraduate law majors) is far larger than the number of licensed lawyers, see \textit{ibid., 22 (showing that the total number of licensed “other legal professionals” was 241,171 in 2010, of which 28,789 were attorneys). For a comparative discussion of the various categories of legal professionals in Japan, see, e.g., \textit{M. KATO, The Role of Law and Lawyers in Japan and the United States, in: Brigham Young University Law Review 1987, 627.}

\textsuperscript{23} The broad plan adopted in 2001 envisioned greater consumer access to legal services due to increases in both supply and demand, with the first pillar of reform containing planks for improving legal aid for civil cases and public defenders for criminal cases, see \textit{supra note 2 and Table 4. However, a panelist noted that the bulk of reform efforts have focused on increasing the supply of legal services. The Japanese Diet did pass new legislation creating a Comprehensive Legal Support Law, see \textit{Sōgō hōritsu shi’en-hō, Law No. 74/2004. This law created a new Japan Legal Support Center that engages in five areas of activities in order to support access to legal services, see \textit{ROKUMOTO, supra note 2, 33-35; MINISTRY OF JUSTICE, Implementation of Comprehensive Legal Support by the Japan Legal Support Center, available at http://www.moj.go.jp/ENGLISH/issues/issues02.html (last retrieved on 1 Aug. 2011). However, legal aid efforts trail those of other industrialized countries and consumers’ use of lawyers in Japan remains quite limited.}
school system, combined with uncertain job prospects, might reduce the attractiveness of the legal profession and thereby lower the overall quality of lawyers.

Reflecting this viewpoint, a panelist characterized the law schools recent struggles as a new system experiencing birth pains and growing pains. All the panelists accepted the notion that despite the current difficulties there could be no return to the former “elite” system, even if the result were that legal jobs could no longer be “guaranteed” for newly minted attorneys.

The final topic was the effect of the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and its aftermath on the Japanese legal profession. A panelist from an American law firm described the considerations behind his firm’s decision to announce the temporary closing of its Tokyo office shortly after the earthquake. Although this decision was questioned by some in Japan, it was also encouraged by public announcements and actions of the U.S. embassy in Tokyo and other institutions. In addition, the actual decision on evacuation was left to individual attorneys, many of whom remained and continued to work in Tokyo. The impact of the earthquake on the activities of foreign law firms in Tokyo is expected to be temporary.

Another panelist noted that the biggest uncertainty was the continuing concerns over nuclear reactors in Fukushima. This has had an impact on law firm activities, but was not expected to have a long-term effect. The same panelist expressed the belief that reconstruction efforts in the Tōhoku region could help stimulate the Japanese economy, and the hope that recent events might also create a more “can-do” positive mindset both domestically and with respect to trade and investment throughout Asia.


25 For a survey of a number of large law firms in Tokyo by Japan’s leading business daily, see “Hōmu juyō, gaishi-kei jimusho ni ankēto – ‘Shinsai de gensho’ wa ichiji-teki – Chūchō-ki de wa kakudai kitai no koe” [Demand for Legal Services, A Survey of foreign Law Firms— ‘Reduction due to Earthquake’ is Temporary – A Voice for Anticipation of Expansion for the Medium-Long Term], Nihon Keizai Shinbun, 20 June 2011.

26 The 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and related tidal waves badly damaged a number of nuclear reactors in Fukushima. In order to protect public health, the areas around the reactors were evacuated and produce from the region was banned. Efforts to bring the reactors under control and to mitigate the effects of the radiation released by the damaged reactors have been ongoing. See generally, “Japan’s Catastrophes: Nature Strikes Back”, The Economist, available at http://www.economist.com/node/18398748?story_id=18398748 (last retrieved on 15 June 2011); H. TABUCHI, Japan Sees Signs of 2 More Meltdowns, in: New York Times, 25 May 2011, A10.
Finally, panelists noted the criticism within Japan of the government’s regulation of the nuclear power industry and the vulnerable position of the Tokyo Electric Power Company ("Tepco"), the operator of the affected nuclear reactors. Questions remain about lawsuits and potential liability, criteria for the operations of other nuclear plants and of any new plants, and, more generally, about public information and discussion concerning the safety and operations of nuclear plants.27

All of these topics—both short-term impacts and long-term fundamental issues—are covered as the panelists discuss the Japanese legal profession following the 2008 financial crisis and Tōhoku earthquake.

---

27 As a result of the Fukushima nuclear disaster, there has been a move for stricter oversight of nuclear power. Within a few months representatives from around 30 countries met in Paris to discuss the future of nuclear power, M. SALTMARSH, Wide Support for Stricter Nuclear Oversight, in: New York Times, 8 June 2011, B3.

As a result of what are sure to be enormous damages (some estimates place the number at approximately 5 to 10 trillion yen), Tepco’s future is uncertain, though nationalization is seen as one possibility, T. URANAKA, TSE Head Recommends Court-led Tepco Restructuring, Stock Dives, available at http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/06/07/us-tecpo-idUSTRE75509I20110607 (last retrieved on 15 June 2011); H. TABUCHI, After Nuclear Crisis, Japan’s Biggest Utility Faces Insolvency Risk, in: New York Times, 10 June 2011, B3. However, the Diet is currently considering a bill that would shift some of the burden of compensation to the Japanese government in an attempt to prevent the company from collapsing, H. IOKA / C. TOYODA, Compensation Bill Aims to Help TEPCO Pay Victims, in: Daily Yomiuri Online, available at http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/dy/national/T110615005625.htm (last retrieved on 16 June 2011).
II. PROCEEDINGS OF THE PANEL, MAY 9, 2011

Moderator: Bruce Aronson

Panelists:

Hisashi Hara Chairman, Nagashima Ohno & Tsunematsu
Toru Ishiguro Partner, Mori Hamada Matsumoto
Akira Kosugi Partner, Nishimura & Asahi
John Roebuck Partner, Tokyo Office, Jones Day
Shinichi Sugiyama Harago & Partners
Toshiro Ueyanagi Tokyo Surugadai Law Offices
Akihiro Wani Managing Partner, Tokyo Office, Linklaters

III. FALL IN DEMAND FOR LEGAL SERVICES AND LAW FIRMS’ RESPONSE

1. Fall in Demand for Legal Services

Professor Aronson: Following the 2008 financial crisis, external shocks and the poor economy must have affected the demand for legal services. How would you generally describe the effect?

Mr. Hara: As a general matter, before 1995 the role of Japanese lawyers was largely limited to cross-border transactions and litigation. Japanese companies did not use lawyers for domestic transactions. Starting around 1995 Japanese companies started using lawyers for their domestic transactions and that changed the demand for lawyers very drastically. From 1995 until the Lehman shock the major Japanese law firms probably recorded more than a 20% increase in their revenue every year. As a result of the Lehman shock, US and UK law firms suffered a decrease in revenues and they initiated very substantial cost reductions, including layoffs of lawyers and staff members, to maintain their profit per partner. The affected lawyers sometimes included partners. But that was not the situation in Japan.

We were also strongly affected by the Lehman shock, however we could still maintain an increase in revenue at a lower level. At my firm, in 2009 we only had around a 5% increase in revenue compared to the 20% increase before the Lehman shock. So the situation was not terribly bad compared to US or UK law firms, partially because we do not have as many lawyers. So we still enjoy a good balance from the viewpoint of lawyers’ supply and demand. Another factor is that the Japanese economy suffered badly in the early 1990s after the economic bubble burst. Japanese companies had adjusted and were relatively prepared to overcome the situation at the time of the Lehman shock. As a result, demand in the Japanese legal market decreased, but not to the same extent as in the US and UK.
Professor Aronson: What areas of your practice have been affected the most and what areas have been affected the least? Is there any difference between manufacturing and financial services? Has there been an increase in countercyclical work such as litigation and bankruptcy since the financial crisis?

Mr. Hara: There are many differences among practice areas. For example, the capital markets practice was almost dead after the Lehman shock. Among transactions, the US and UK markets suffered in the M&A area, and Japan did as well. Inbound cross-border M&A transactions, mainly from major US funds coming to Japan to acquire Japanese companies, was very slow or dead. But on the other hand, Japanese companies engaged in strategic M&A transactions so that volume was maintained. Also the insolvency practice performed better.

Mr. Ishiguro: The areas which were adversely affected at our law firm include structured finance or the securitization field, and also private equity and other fund-related activities. M&A remained relatively healthy due to the strategic M&A activities of domestic companies, although financial M&A activities were very slow.

Litigation remained largely unaffected by the financial crisis. The general situation in the capital markets was not good, but due to the crisis many large Japanese financial institutions and corporations felt the need to strengthen their balance sheets and entered into large fund-raising transactions including global offerings of equities. The overall number of transactions in the capital markets field decreased drastically but the total size of the offerings increased dramatically. The field of insolvency was better off. This is a general overview of our firm after the financial crisis in 2008.

Professor Aronson: What about the effect of the 2008 financial crisis on foreign law firms in Japan?

Mr. Wani: The Lehman shock seriously affected international firms which have global operations and our firm is mainly focused on cross-border work. As Mr. Hara mentioned, domestic M&A was stable but the motivation for non-Japanese companies to make investments in Japan was severely affected and that market was almost dead. On the other hand, the motivation of Japanese corporations to engage in overseas M&A activities strengthened. Outbound M&A transactions sound like good deals for lawyers in Tokyo, but in reality such lawyers just play the role of intermediaries and send the cases to law firms overseas. So the situation in Japan continues to be difficult with regard to international transactions. Japanese still have a great amount of money to invest, but people favor simple products. Because of that tendency, transactions continue but they require less advice from lawyers. Japan has special problems with the recent earthquake and nuclear reactor crisis, but even after taking such facts into consideration Japan is still a bit behind in the demand for legal services compared to other economies. However, I think that we may catch up sometime in the latter half of this year.
**Professor Aronson:** Is there any difference in impact between the large corporate firms and smaller law firms?

**Mr. Ueyanagi:** The impact was less because our firm is smaller than those of other panelists. However, I think smaller firms also suffered from a decrease in the number of matters, especially those related to real estate transactions since the value of real estate is decreasing. I am trying to think of new practice areas. For example, some Japanese consumers and small enterprises are suffering losses in transactions involving derivative financial products with major banks. Another potential field is employment law. Due to M&A transactions and the restructuring of Japanese small and medium-sized enterprises, more people are losing their jobs and so the number of employment cases is also increasing. However, these cases are somewhat time-consuming and less profitable.

**Professor Aronson:** Have clients become more concerned with the costs of using lawyers? Is there any greater competition among law firms for clients?

**Mr. Kosugi:** The expansion of Japanese corporate law firms was caused by social changes in Japan over the past two decades. The Western-style legal system permeates Japanese society and Western-style lawyering was adopted by Japanese law firms starting in the late 1990s. At that time, foreign investors were interested in bargain deals in Japan because of the economic crisis. Such complex deals require more corporate lawyers to conduct legal due diligence and to handle those transactions.

These trends contributed to our firm growing very fast. When I became managing partner fifteen years ago, the number of lawyers at our firm was around forty. Now we have almost five hundred lawyers. As a result, events in 2008 outside of Japan in the United States or Europe, such as the Lehman shock, affected us as well.

Returning to your question on cost consciousness, it is an issue because many of our clients are foreign financial institutions and also some are top-tier Japanese business institutions that are competing globally. Therefore, if something happens to lawyers in the United States or Europe, it will also likely have some effect on us. Now even the top-tier US firms or Magic Circle firms are not immune from pressure from their clients to discount rates. That would have been inconceivable ten years ago. It is not unusual that many foreign investors are more cost conscious and that as a result, Japanese financial institutions also learned how to deal with lawyers. Some clients are now quite cost conscious, although it is not as direct for Japanese law firms as for foreign law firms. We are no longer neglecting the demand for cost control from clients. We must demonstrate that our services are of a quality that warrants our fees. In that sense I think that the cost element has changed and it will never return to the old days.

**Professor Aronson:** So you have lost your immunity from cost considerations. Have smaller firms been able to steal some of these sophisticated clients away from larger firms?
Mr. Sugiyama: I am a partner in a smaller firm with 20 lawyers. From the late 1990s there were many cases of securitized loans and invested assets in which the investors were mostly foreign investors from the USA, UK, or other countries. And this trend still continued even after the Lehman shock, but it is slowing down. Some investor deals went away, but other investors came into the market and the total number of matters is almost the same after the crisis. Cost consciousness is also almost the same. We always had a modest fee since we have a smaller number of lawyers and staff and a smaller office than other firms, and our practice is not as expensive to maintain. Dealing with assets in Japan does not require a large number of lawyers and staff, so cost performance is very important for clients. After the Lehman shock I heard that some larger firms tried to get involved in litigation over assets in Japan, but it seems not to have worked because they do not have our breadth of experience in this area and the cost is higher than for smaller law firms.

Professor Aronson: Do you view the fall in demand as something that is cyclical and will recover over time, or is there a danger of a permanent loss of demand for legal services?

Mr. Roebuck: It is a big question so I will give a big answer. I view this decrease in demand, if any, as what might be called transitory rather than permanent. It is not cyclical because I thought Lehman was a one-off event and certainly one hopes that the events of March [Tōhoku earthquake and aftermath] were also a one-off event. I take a rather bullish view of the prospects for continued demand for corporate work in Japan for a number of reasons. I think the drivers of legal demand are fundamentally economic growth, corporate investment and profitability, complexity of the legal environment and, of course, how corporations use lawyers. And I think all of those trends are still pointing in a largely positive direction. Although there are some caveats, as we have already heard, such as a greater cost consciousness, I do expect that what we will see will not be a collapse in demand or net reduction in demand, but rather a change in the composition of demand.

My speculation is that because of a heightened perception of risk in Japan there may be less inbound acquisitions and foreign direct investment, perhaps counterbalanced by more alliances and joint ventures as foreign investors continue to seek greater access into Japan. There may also be more strategic outbound FDI and acquisitions principally by smaller Japanese corporations that have not already successfully moved offshore, as they realize and respond to a heightened perception of Japan risk by Japanese corporations. I think there may be some knock-on increase in demand from the reactions of various corporate players to a heightened perception of Tokyo risk due to over-concentration in Tokyo. So I think this process will be more a change in demand rather than a gross deflation of it.

We have been through this before after Lehman. We have already heard from other panelists that there was less real estate, less securitizations, and less capital market activ-
ities, balanced by more bankruptcy and insolvency disputes, investigations, anti-trust, and some M&A. We heard that at least through 2010 the law firms continued to grow, and that was true in our case as well. We grew from forty to about sixty lawyers from 2007 to 2010. And I should also add that even though we are a foreign firm, we are largely Japanese in our makeup. When I joined sixteen years ago, we had two lawyers in Tokyo and we now have sixty. So I am, in conclusion, an optimist concerning a continuing robust increase in demand, at least in the short to medium term. In the long run one has to wonder how the various structural issues that are present in Japan may play out, but I will leave that to later generations.

2. Law Firms’ Response to the Financial Crisis

Professor Aronson: In the United States many large law firms fired attorneys for economic reasons following the financial crisis of 2008. Despite the continuing overall growth of the largest Japanese law firms (see Table 1), there presumably were also more attorneys than needed at large firms in Japan. However, our image of Japan suggests that there would be reluctance to fire attorneys. Were there any firings? How did you deal with that situation?

Mr. Ishiguro: Since the effect of the 2008 financial crisis was not as great in Japan as in the United States, the UK, or Europe, management of the number of lawyers in large law firms such as ours was also not as affected by the crisis as in other areas. Nevertheless, we felt the need to manage the size of the firm and the number of associates because, as Professor Aronson noted, of the rapid growth in the size of the firm throughout the last decade. There was no direct firing of associates or partners in our firm. But we felt it was necessary to monitor and evaluate associates all through the year to gauge their motivation, performance and ability. And we are engaged in continuing discussions with them about prospects for the future, and that will naturally result in encouraging those who do not have good future prospects that can be shared with our firm to think about alternative professional careers. Fortunately in Japan these alternative careers are developing gradually, if slowly. I think it is an interesting situation in our firm, since although there is no direct firing there is managing of the number of associates as a whole.

Professor Aronson: How have foreign firms been affected? Despite the continuing overall growth of foreign law firms in Tokyo (see Table 2), foreign firms also presumably had a surplus of attorneys and staff. Did you follow more of a “Japanese-style” response or an “American” or “English-style” response in dealing with your attorney and staff population following the financial crisis?

Mr. Wani: We had a redundancy plan. But the problem with the international firms in Tokyo is that we are just part of global organizations. Once our global management decides to reduce the number of lawyers we must also reduce from the viewpoint of fair
treatment, even if it results in a loss of substantial prior investment. In Tokyo at that
time we had three kinds of lawyers: English solicitors, US lawyers, and bengoshi (Japa-
nese lawyers). Based on discussions with my friends at New York law firms, British
firms seem to be quite transparent and strict on such matters and some of my English,
American, and Japanese colleagues had to leave. With regard to Japanese lawyers in our
Tokyo office, we were told that we should reduce the number of bengoshi, too, and we
entered into discussions of so-called voluntary retirement, which means that we need to
provide greater severance pay than usual.

We had to talk with our weaker performance people and finally they agreed to step
down. It is great news that although we expected many of them to have difficulty in
finding new positions, they all found new positions within two months after their depar-
ture despite the fact that all law firms were retrenching and there was a very weak lateral
market at that time. Mr. Ishiguro noted that the Japanese firms did not do any direct
firing. But in fact, there are many people in the lateral market who are looking for new
positions because of insecurity with their current firm and some of them say they were
couraged to leave by their current employer. So the situation seems to be quite similar
to what took place in the US or in the UK.

Professor Aronson: Have views changed on the long-term strategy, positioning, or ideal
size for law firms in Japan as a result of the financial crisis?

I note that at a prior panel discussion four years ago Nishimura & Asahi was in the
midst of a big merger. There was a statement by a panelist from Nishimura & Asahi at
that time that this represented the first merger in Japan that was not undertaken to ac-
quire a specialty practice like capital markets, but rather to grow bigger and to add more
breadth and depth to handle large matters for clients. Has this strategy been affected at
all due to recent events?

Mr. Kosugi: I note that I just resigned as managing partner this January and so my suc-
cessor will have a free hand to take measures for coping with the new situation, includ-
ing human resource issues. I think the basic issue is how we deliver value to our clients
and that would be the main driving factor of our strategy.

At the time of the merger in 2007 we retained our so-called Nishimura system, but
this style may need to be adjusted in the near future depending upon the circumstances
surrounding us. At that time there was surplus demand for our work and we needed
human resources, not only from new graduates but also from lawyers who already had
enough experience to create value for our clients. That was a major reason that our mer-
ger sought primarily to enlarge our pool of talent. And specialty practice areas are being
enhanced by that as well. It is not only a matter of quantity, but it also relates to the
quality of our legal services.

But the current situation is that we have an increasing number of new law school
graduates, some four times more than twenty years ago. So we have changed the style of
our recruiting by making decisions on the hiring of new graduates two years before they
enter the market. In 2008-9 we recruited more than fifty new graduates each year. But
the quality of those new graduates is still a big question. Many say that under the old
difficult bar examination, with a passage rate of something like 2%, we were somewhat
guaranteed to get good lawyers. Under the new bar examination system, there was
supposed to be a passage rate of more than 70% in the original plan. But even at the
current passage rate of around 30%, we have a division of opinion amongst our partners
whether our new hires are the same quality as those we had ten years ago. If you have
partners or senior associates who are well trained you can deliver enough value to
clients. You can persuade clients that our services are the best services that can be ob-
tained in Japan. But it may now sometimes be difficult to say that about the services of
junior associates and this relates to how you form a team to handles cases. It would be
more effective to simply take an energetic partner and some talented senior associates
who can handle big matters quickly and efficiently, and create value for our clients. But
to continue as an institution we need to educate and train young associates on the
ground. To do that we must involve young associates in teams with partners and senior
associates.

But under the current circumstances there are some cases where we have difficulty in
forming such teams since clients demand more efficient services from us. That means
there might be some redundancy of those junior associates and we must deal with this.
One way is to reduce the number of new recruits but we are not sure of their quality
until we work together with them. That may take several years, so we have been trying
to develop some kind of career exit system for our associates. If we are not satisfied
with an associate, in Japan we cannot say you are fired. But keeping young attorneys
who do not fit well in our firm it is not good for the associate or for us. So I think that
we need to show such associates that there may be a better way for them to pursue their
career. We also are reducing the number of new recruits to some extent. Through this
combination we must keep a balance among the entire composition of attorneys within
the firm. This is not particularly related to the global financial crisis, but rather related to
the increasing number of lawyers coming into the market and also to the needs of our
clients and how we deliver value to our clients.

IV. LEGAL EDUCATION AND THE SUPPLY OF LAWYERS

*Professor Aronson:* That presents a perfect lead-in for the next topic which is legal edu-
cation and the supply of lawyers. *Table 4* shows how Japan has been engaged in a very
broad and far-reaching set of legal reforms over the past decade. Our focus today, which
is also the area of greatest emphasis in Japan, is Pillar Two—and in particular, the
expansion of the supply or population of lawyers and the introduction of a new legal
educational system. *Table 5* shows some of the ambitious goals set in 2001: an increase
in the number of new bar passers every year from around 1,000 in 2001 to 3,000 by
2010, and an increase in the total number of lawyers from roughly 17,000 in 2001 to 50,000 by 2018. There have been significant increases in the number of lawyers over the past decade, but the numbers still fall far short of the announced goals. At the same time, we hear stories about new lawyers who cannot find work. Was the plan to increase the number of new lawyers too ambitious and mistaken? Or is this just a temporary problem due to the financial crisis?

**Mr. Ueyanagi:** I should point out that last year we had 1,800 new lawyers. As of December 2010, 214 of them did not register with the Japan Federation of Bar Associations or JFBA. In other words, these 200-plus people could not find a legal job as of last December. One might therefore say there are too many lawyers, or at least too many new lawyers. However, yesterday the JFBA announced that as of April 25 (2011) 64 people had not registered. In other words, 150 people have registered with the bar in the past four or five months. They presumably found law firm jobs or chose to establish their own solo practices. On the other hand, in the Sendai area where they were greatly affected by the earthquake and tsunami, there are almost 300 lawyers in the Sendai City Bar Association. All of the Sendai bar members are offering free legal consultation to the affected victims. To provide free legal consultation once a week they drive one or two hours to the seashore. Even in Iwate, they have 80 lawyers and all of the lawyers are volunteering to drive three or four hours to provide legal consultation. So it is my observation that Japan needs more lawyers, at least in such rural areas.

**Professor Aronson:** New graduate-level professional law schools were created in Japan in 2004. The original idea was to attract a broad range of students with different backgrounds and to introduce both U.S.-style professional legal education with small classes using the Socratic method and a broad-based legal education, not focused on the bar exam, that would include new areas such as intellectual property. Many people seem to feel that the law schools have not achieved their goal. What happened?

**Mr. Hara:** It is a very difficult question. The Japanese law school system was introduced without careful consideration. It moved very quickly and one of the basic issues was that the government announced that under the new law school system the bar examination passage rate would be 70%. And also under the law school system, law students with an undergraduate law background have a two-year program while those without a law background must attend a three-year program. Many people who work at companies might think that if the passage rate is 70% it may be worth the challenge. In the first and second year of the new law schools’ operation, many “salarymen” (corporate managers) without a legal background entered law school. But in fact, the first-year passing rate was not that high and the actual result was discouraging (see Table 3). As a result, people who work at companies lost interest in going to law school and the quality level of students went down. The plan for the law schools was created by the Ministry of Justice and the Supreme Court, but actual law school administration is conducted by the
Ministry of Education (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology). The Ministry of Education permitted the opening of many law schools and even at the initial stage there were a large total number of enrolled students with only a fixed number who could pass the bar. As a result, the bar passage rate was not near 70%. So it was poor administration or a lack of coordination that led to a bad result.

This created many problems. Some law schools have only one or two students who pass the bar examination. And those law schools cannot recruit good students and may not survive. Two years ago the government realized that the total number of law school students was too large. And in my view, good law schools like the University of Tokyo should have maintained their current number of students and the worst performing law schools should disappear. However, the Ministry of Education announced that throughout Japan all law schools should decrease the number of law students by 10% or 20%. The problem is that the Ministry of Education is not an expert about the legal profession but it nevertheless controls law school administration, and it sometimes makes serious mistakes. So except for the few excellent law schools, almost all law schools are very focused on how many of their students can pass the bar. However, they have a low bar passage rate and have trouble attracting excellent new students, which creates a vicious circle. It is also difficult now to create creative and challenging classes that are unrelated to the bar examination. So at regional universities it is not easy for a young college student to enter law school.

Professor Aronson: What should be done to “fix” the law school system?

Mr. Sugiyama: As Mr. Hara described, the law schools in Japan are controlled or operated by the Ministry of Education, not by the Supreme Court or by the Ministry of Justice. On the other hand, the bar examination is controlled by an independent committee for the bar examination which is actually controlled by the Ministry of Justice. So there are conflicts between the government agencies. We left too many matters undecided when we actually launched the law school system in Japan.

The basic issue that we first need to revisit is whether we need to change the image or the conception of lawyers (bengoshi) in Japan. The traditional image of the bengoshi is that they are the elite with the most difficult examination among a number of law-related qualifications in Japan. Should we change this or not? If the answer is yes, we must do many things, including not only the establishment of law schools, but also seriously giving consideration to abolishing universities’ undergraduate law departments. Since we continue to have undergraduate law departments in addition to law schools, it is a double system. Many smart students chose to seek employment at a Japanese corporation after they complete their undergraduate education. So demand from companies is mostly satisfied by the graduates from the undergraduate law departments, not by graduates from law schools. That is a problem. And secondly, we must seriously discuss whether to have unified qualifications for all law-related professions. For example, in Japan we have benrishi (intellectual property law professionals), zeirishi (tax law pro-
fessionals) and other categories that would all be lawyers in the United States. But in Japan each category has its own different qualifications and is controlled by a different administrative agency. So we need to seriously discuss abolishing or combining these categories. Unless we can achieve that, the law school system will not work.

Professor Aronson: So we need to attack the issue more broadly. In the United States law schools have faced serious issues over the past few years, as the number of students has increased and they have assumed student loans and higher debt levels to attend law school, but the job prospects are substantially diminished. This has caused some people to argue that “going to law school doesn’t pay” and bright young people should pursue other goals. What is the situation in Japan? Have law schools been losing popularity over the past few years?

Mr. Kosugi: The general motivation for those who would like to enter law school has been weakened by events over the past several years. The passage rate is not what was promised by the government. If this happened in the United States there would be a large class action suit against the government. That is not the case in Japan. The design of the law schools may be too idealistic to some extent, but I do not think that we can go back to the old system so we need to live with the current situation. And the problem is the level of demand for legal services that exists today. I think that the quickest fix might be to create more plaintiffs’ lawyers so that there is more litigation in Japan. But judges are not lenient or generous in granting large damage awards and that is a hurdle to the plaintiffs’ lawyers in Japan. As Mr. Sugiyama said, once attorneys in Japan were an elite profession but I do not think that will be the case any longer. So as an increasing number of lawyers enter the market, the easiest thing is to grant a permit to anyone who can pass the minimum qualifications--like a driver’s license.

The other problem is that the clientele in Japan who were under-served were low-income individuals and corporations. Corporate clients need sophisticated legal services and low-income individuals need day-to-day care, but for the latter legal aid is not well-established in Japan. That is a problem since more than 90% of Japanese lawyers are either solo practitioners or in very small firms of less than 10 lawyers. In fact, the major firms like those of some of the panelists are an extreme minority in the bar.

So how we can deal with this situation? There is no easy, reasonable solution. Businesses are trying to recruit law school graduates to some extent. But they have their own problems due to a company career system that is focused on internal training within their organizations rather than on professional qualifications. That is another hurdle we need to overcome. Probably businesses expect us, the large corporate law firms, to educate and train some of the new law school graduates, so that after four or five years of experience they are better suited for providing legal services within corporate organizations. Our hope is that the number of lawyers within companies will increase, but that depends on the mindset of business management with regard to risk and how to cope with it in doing business.
Professor Aronson: Mr. Kosugi and Mr. Sugiyama have both touched upon a very fundamental issue, the philosophy behind the bar exam and the legal education system, and I would like to address it more directly. In the United States the basic purpose of the bar exam and legal education is to certify that people who are going to be lawyers have the minimal level of knowledge required to be competent attorneys. We do not attempt to directly regulate or limit their numbers, as they will all presumably compete to fill a variety of roles in society. The comment was made that in Japan lawyers do not fill as many roles. The traditional approach in Japan has been quite the opposite, with a strong focus on limiting the number of lawyers to produce a very small elite. And there are other people with legal training, as Mr. Sugiyama mentioned, such as undergraduate law majors who will fill other roles that might be filled by lawyers in the United States. With the new law school system and the increase in the supply of lawyers in Japan it seems that to some degree Japan is moving away from its traditional model. But are you prepared to embrace something like the US model where the number of lawyers is no longer regulated and the system simply certifies minimal competence? Or are you still reluctant to do that? How would you describe the Japanese system today and what kind of system do you think it should be in the future?

Mr. Ishiguro: It is a very good, but difficult question. I think the publicly announced idea was to secure the minimum competence of lawyers and let them meet a variety of societal demands. However, I am afraid that when we introduced the new law school system in Japan there really was no commonly shared philosophy among lawyers or society as a whole. Following the introduction of the new system the passage rate increased compared to the old system, even if it was not as much as initially promised. We have many more new entrants into the profession. But Japanese citizens still do not consult lawyers in their daily lives as US citizens do, and they do not care much about the legal system. I think the quality level for new attorneys is about the same as under the old system, at least for the top 10% of law school graduates. But I am fearful that the profession itself will lose attractiveness as the motivation for talented young people to select the legal profession as their career will decrease. This would create a major problem for Japanese society. It is not practically and realistically possible for us to return to the old system, so I think we should consider how to make the law school system, as well as the lawyering system, attractive to young people in Japan.

Mr. Wani: The new Japanese system is quite strict in that if you fail the bar exam three times you cannot take it again unless you re-enter law school—a so-called “three strikes and you’re out” system. To our surprise, at the law school where I lecture we saw graduates who failed the bar three times and wish to re-enter law school. Also, the number of academicians has fallen because the Ministry of Education recommended a strange rule that to be a law professor you must graduate from law school and then enter a separate graduate program for law. Quite recently the University of Tokyo relaxed this regulation. In the past, excellent law professors entered into academic life right after university
graduation in their early twenties. But nowadays they must wait until the age of twenty-five. This situation should be improved.

I agree with Mr. Kosugi’s idea that lawyer certification should be like a driver’s license. In the past, I was told by those who passed the bar exam, “our life is now like retirement, our future is guaranteed, and there is no need to work hard.” This is no longer the case. I think that the increase of lawyers is necessary, but it is also important to monitor for malpractice and to try to keep the quality of professional practice as close to the current level as possible. Although lawyers are professionals, we do not stick to the old image of the legal profession. I think that the American style of lawyers could work in Japanese society. When we introduced the new system, we thought that after graduation and the bar exam there is no need for additional training under the control of the Supreme Court at the Legal Research and Training Institute. But the Supreme Court insisted on keeping such training, so the current system is duplicative. The question is what should we do to make legal training efficient and make the market more competitive?

Mr. Roebuck: Japan may not be unique, but it is certainly among a very small number of countries that have effectuated such a deep and dramatic reform to legal education and licensing in recent years. I think it is almost unprecedented and revolutionary. I have been practicing as a lawyer in the United States for thirty-six years now, and frankly not much has changed there in these areas. In fact, compared with Japan, the number of lawyers produced annually has not changed very much in the United States. When I graduated from law school in 1975, there were some thirty thousand lawyers being created annually. It is now 40-50 thousand. It has not been such a large increase in percentage terms. Back then, Harvard law school already had classes of over 500 students. We have grown a bit, but that is pretty much where we are today.

The US legal profession has enjoyed an incredible run of prosperity over that period of time. The reason is that it was actually the US that was limiting the number of lawyers, although not through any legal control. If you look at the results you will see that in the US the economy grew faster than the number of lawyers and certainly corporations and their profitability grew faster than the number of lawyers. There is also globalization and other new sources of demand. I like to poke fun at some of my colleagues in law offices in Japan because I think there is a perception that, in Japan, lawyers are a very scarce commodity and in the United States they are a dime a dozen. But the reality is that over the last thirty years, at least highly-qualified, corporate US lawyers have been very scarce and it has been a very favorable market for them. That has been true in Japan until now, of course. And Japan has accomplished, to its credit, a thoroughgoing, deep reform of legal education and licensing. I think it was necessary for a number of reasons that have been mentioned and it cannot be reversed. However, because it was so deep and because, at least as articulated originally by those who designed it, it was philosophically different than what had come before, we are now witnessing significant
birth pains and growing pains. I personally think that in the midst of this chaos the law schools have done a reasonably good job. It is not the law schools that are failing or falling down, it is those who designed the system and those who administer the system. They continue to fail. If there is fault, I believe that is where the fault lies.

V. EFFECTS OF THE 2011 EARTHQUAKE AND ITS AFTERMATH

Professor Aronson: In the immediate aftermath of the Tōhoku earthquake a number of foreign law firms evacuated their personnel out of Tokyo, including Jones Day. What was the reasoning behind this action? Was there a greater threat perception in law firms’ head offices outside of Japan than in Tokyo?

Mr. Roebuck: As you know, that was a difficult moment in the lives of many people and, of course, it was a difficult situation for our law firm. We are the Tokyo office of a global law firm. Although our attorney population is largely Japanese and our staff is nearly entirely Japanese, we have a fairly large component of foreign attorneys who are not Japanese nationals. Therefore, all of those interest groups have to be taken into account as the law firm is managed. What happened is that a decision was made jointly by firm management in the United States and local management of the Tokyo office that the office should be closed temporarily in light of a perception of risk, both actual and potential, to the health and safety of Tokyo office personnel. It was done in a way that protected everyone, and everyone was given the option to relocate to the Kansai area. Many people in the office did relocate, but also many people did not. Although the office was closed temporarily, about half of the people actually stayed in Tokyo and worked in the office during this time, and throughout we kept the office going on a kind of virtual basis. That period of temporary closure lasted about seven or eight days.

One may question that decision in retrospect, and there has been some criticism in Japan about the behavior of some foreigners and foreign firms. I think that the decision our firm made was based on information that was obtainable at the time through the media and also on announcements by some governments. Some of you may know, for example, that the United States embassy offered to evacuate all embassy families, although not the employees themselves. A very large percentage of those people did evacuate and my information is that a large number of them remain outside of Japan to this day. I was told a couple of weeks ago, for example, that the enrollment in the American elementary school was down about 30%. Some of you may know that the US embassy has a website providing information about the events, and recommendations and suggestions about what to do. In the early days that website contained a statement that US nationals should consider relocating out of Japan. Some of you may be aware that some European countries advised all of their nationals, wherever they are located, to leave Japan.
One may question the wisdom or the properness of some of those statements, but the fact is they happened. Our management in the United States, which needs to consider among other things, the health and safety of personnel, took those statements into account in making its decision. Although there will inevitably be a range of reactions and individual circumstances and opinions about such matters, that was the decision that this law firm made. But it was done in a balanced and structured way to provide equality of treatment and support to all employees,—not just foreign employees or the attorneys, but to all employees, and in a way that protected client interests. And I think it was generally appreciated by the attorneys and the staff, but I will acknowledge that we did receive some questions from our clients.

Professor Aronson: As some of you may know, the running joke in Tokyo was that the Japanese word for foreigner is “gaijin” and that the foreigners who fled from danger were “flyjin.”

How were Japanese law firms affected? Do you think that this will have a short-term impact that will not affect your long-term operations?

Mr. Hara: We must distinguish the nuclear radiation problem from the earthquake and tsunami problem. At this moment attention is focused on the radiation problem rather than on the earthquake and tsunami. After the earthquake many deals that were near closing were suspended or postponed, but not cancelled. Foreign investors wanted to watch the situation of the Japanese market. Japanese lawyers were operating in Tokyo. They were not worried about radiation as it is sufficiently far away. We have suffered from a shortage in the electricity supply. In terms of operations, Japanese law firms are fine, and none of them moved to Osaka. However, in terms of practice, foreign investment may have suffered and that may continue until some solution or some direction becomes clear for resolving the nuclear problem. I do not think it will be very long, perhaps one year or so.

In Japan consumers prices have not changed during the last twenty years (except for legal fees) and that means that domestic demand never changed. But in order to reconstruct the affected areas we will need to create five or six new cities and that reconstruction effort will greatly stimulate the Japanese domestic market. So in the long run that may have a positive effect on the Japanese economy. It may also result in a positive mindset, not only in the domestic market, but also in terms of more aggressive investment in Asian countries. This disaster has been a tragedy, however it will also lead to a positive change in the Japanese people’s mindset over the mid or long-term. For that reason, it may also have a beneficial effect on legal practice.

Professor Aronson: One issue is the regulatory side. Just yesterday there was a front-page article in the New York Times about how the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission is not really capable of effectively regulating the nuclear industry. Is there a similar discussion in Japan concerning regulation of the nuclear industry?
Mr. Sugiyama: Yes, we have similar discussions and some argue that the close relationship among electric and oil companies and the ministries is a problem. But in addition to this, it is also discussed that the antinuclear power movement and local communities’ objections to nuclear plants has had the adverse effect of concentrating nuclear reactors and making plants more crowded. Another adverse effect is that the companies and ministries avoided serious discussion of, and concrete plans for dealing with, the worst case scenario, and instead merely propagated a myth of safety. All told, it is a failure of Japanese society.

Professor Aronson: The operator of the nuclear plants, the Tokyo Electric Power Company, or Tepco, has also come under severe criticism. If a client asked you about the lessons to be learned from Tepco’s response to the crisis, what would you say?

Mr. Kosugi: Again, I think that if this were in the United States the situation would be different. But we already have received a number of questions about the legal analysis of this event, particularly in light of a Japanese special law on nuclear plant damages which calls for strict liability and unlimited liability. There are a number of issues which have not been tried before in court; there is only one similar court case about ten years ago which was on a small scale. The amount of damages in this case would be huge. The government is required to provide necessary support to Tepco under that law. But the details of such support must be determined by a resolution of the National Diet. In that sense I do not know if it is more of a political problem, although I believe that there are quite a few legal issues. We are forming a team to address any questions by clients relating to this incident. The big difference compared to BP’s oil spill situation is that in Japan a natural disaster caused the damage. Another issue to be considered is how to prepare for the safety and security of nuclear plants, but there is no reliable legal guidance for that problem. As lawyers we would be interested in being involved in any litigation that is brought to court. But many of our clients are probably on the defendants’ side, so unless a very aggressive plaintiffs’ lawyer appears, there is unlikely to be litigation. There is some demand for legal services related to this incident, but we are waiting for the development of events.

Professor Aronson: Let us ask an aggressive plaintiffs’ lawyer what he thinks should be done.

Mr. Ueyanagi: Some of my clients are non-profit organizations and they are asking me about the possibility of filing shareholder litigation against Tepco and also an injunction against the Fukushima City government to protect children while they are playing on the playground. Tepco has had shareholder litigation, and some groups have been warning about the danger of tsunamis. I think Japanese corporations should have heard and should make greater efforts to hear such minority voices. On the other hand such minority groups should rethink their own organization and strategies since so far they have un-
fortunately been largely unsuccessful in getting attention from the general public or in affecting any change in politics or government policy.

VI. CONCLUSION

Japanese society and, in particular, its legal profession are coping with the aftermath of both the 2008 financial crisis and the March 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and related events. Both are seen as one-time events that have temporarily reduced the demand for legal services in Japan, but that will not have significant long-term impact.

Despite a lesser economic impact on the legal profession in Japan than in the United States or the United Kingdom, the financial crisis of 2008 nevertheless acted as a catalyst to raise fundamental issues for both Japanese law firms and the new Japanese law schools that are broadly similar to those being debated in the United States. The period from 2000-2007 of high growth in the demand for legal services, law firm expansion, and confidence in undertaking ambitious, broad-ranging reforms of the legal profession has given way to a new period characterized by economic headwinds, rethinking, and adjustment.

The panelists’ discussion of the reaction of the Japanese legal profession to recent events contained a number of highly significant points for all three of the principal topics: the fall in demand for legal services following the 2008 financial crisis and law firms’ response, legal education and the supply of lawyers, and the effect of the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and its aftermath.

With respect to big law firms’ reaction to a period of lower growth, it is perhaps unsurprising that Japanese firms would both “manage” associates more carefully but not engage in direct firing. However, there apparently has not been a significant reduction in new hiring; rather a number of large firms continue to hire substantial new classes of lawyers who will be actively monitored and managed.

Whereas the panel discussion four years ago highlighted changes in law firm practices under which it would no longer be possible for the majority of associates to make partner, this panel discussion suggested that new associates would be weeded out and might not be able to remain as associates. It sparked disagreement among the panelists over the question of whether big law firm practices in managing associates following the 2008 financial crisis were, in fact, significantly different from firings and layoffs experienced in the United States and the United Kingdom. This may also represent the permanent adoption of more aggressive management practices normally associated with American and English firms, as Japanese firms respond to client concerns about costs and their own concerns about lawyer quality under the new law school system.

Perhaps the most striking and potentially significant topic was the new system of legal education and the increasing number of lawyers. The panelists explicitly embraced a new and different vision of the role of lawyers in Japan. Rather than the traditional...
small elite with a narrow societal role, perhaps analogous to barristers in England, the new model for the Japanese bar would be much closer to practices associated with the United States: a bar exam system that certifies minimal competence for attorneys and permits the admission of large numbers of them, followed by competition among lawyers to fill a wide range of law-related roles in society.

The adoption of this new model of the legal profession is hindered by a number of compromises included in the current Japanese system, especially the continuation of the role of powerful competitors for law-related jobs such as undergraduate law majors. However, the panelists were unanimous in their view that the basic course has been set and that despite “growing pains” there could be no turning back to the prior system.

Panelists’ views on the recent events surrounding the Tōhoku earthquake were necessarily more speculative. They did not see a long-term impact on the legal profession. Rather, the most significant issues appear to involve the intersection between law and broader policy issues. Specifically, under what conditions can Japan, a country with virtually no natural resources, continue its emphasis on nuclear power in the face of safety, disclosure, and liability issues?

As noted in the panel discussion four years ago, the Japanese legal profession has emerged from its insularity and limited social role. This panel discussion confirms that reform efforts in the direction of a larger number of lawyers and a greater social role for attorneys are likely to continue, despite recent challenging circumstances that might prompt some to long for the “good old days” when lawyers in Japan were a small elite and passage of the bar exam assured a comfortable life. If anything, recent events have prompted even stronger “American-style” practices at large law firms and have highlighted some of the costs to lawyers and law firms of adopting a broader model for the legal profession. However, by all indications the system is in place, the course has been set, and the voyage across uncharted waters will continue.
### Table 1 *

**Largest Law Firms in Japan**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Firms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Nishimura &amp; Partners</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Nagashima Ohno &amp; Tsunematsu</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>Mori Hamada Matsumoto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Nagashima &amp; Ohno</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Nishimura &amp; Partners</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Nagashima Ohno &amp; Tsunematsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Mori Sogo</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Mori Sogo</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>Nishimura &amp; Partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Anderson Mori</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Anderson Mori</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>Anderson Mori &amp; Tomotsune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Asahi</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Asahi</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Asahi Koma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Mitsui Yasuda</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Mitsui Yasuda</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>TMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>TMI</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Tokyo Aoyama Aoki</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Tokyo Aoyama Aoki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Matsuo Sogo</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>TMI</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Ohebashi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Iwata Godo</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Hamada Matsumoto</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>City Yuwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ohebashi</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Ohebashi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Numbers are for Japanese lawyers (bengoshi) only*

---

**Table 2**

*Foreign Law Firms and Lawyers in Japan*

Situation of affiliation by joint enterprise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Lawyers</strong></td>
<td>83</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of them, foreign lawyers who operate joint enterprise are 81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of them, employed foreign lawyers are 43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attorneys at Law</strong></td>
<td>338</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>755</td>
<td>839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of them, attorneys at law who operate joint enterprise are 175</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of them, employed attorneys at law are 664</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Joint Enterprises</strong></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note 1:* As of April 1 of the respective year, No data is available for 2004.

*Note 2:* “Number of joint enterprises” is that of specified joint enterprises up to 2003 and that of foreign law joint enterprises since 2005.

*Note 3:* “Number of attorneys at law” is the total of the attorney at law who operate joint enterprise and the attorneys at law who are employed by an attorney at law or registered foreign lawyer who operates joint enterprise.

*Note 4:* “Number of registered foreign lawyers” is the total of the registered foreign lawyers who operate joint enterprise and the registered foreign lawyers who are employed by an attorney at law or registered foreign lawyer who operates joint enterprise.

Table 3 *

Bar Passage Rates under the Law School System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students with a Law Background:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number Taken</td>
<td>2091</td>
<td>2641</td>
<td>3002</td>
<td>3274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students with a Law Background:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number Passed</td>
<td>1009</td>
<td>1215</td>
<td>1331</td>
<td>1266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students with a Law Background:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass Rate</td>
<td>48.254%</td>
<td>46.005%</td>
<td>44.337%</td>
<td>38.668%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students without a Law Background:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number Taken</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>3259</td>
<td>4118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students without a Law Background:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number Passed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students without a Law Background:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass Rate</td>
<td>0.000%</td>
<td>32.350%</td>
<td>22.522%</td>
<td>18.868%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall Bar Passage Rate  48.3%  40.2%  33.0%  27.6%

Note:
“Students with a Law Background” refers to law school students/graduates with a background in law from their undergraduate studies (whether or not they were law majors) who qualify for a shortened two-year course in law school (“kishūsha” in Japanese). “Students without a Law Background” refers to law school students/graduates without a qualifying law background who take the regular three-year law school course (“mishūsha” in Japanese).

* Source: Hōsō yōsei seido ni kansuru kentō wākingu chiμu [Investigation Working Team for the Training System for Legal Professionals], Hōsō yōsei seido ni kansuru kentō wākingu chiμu ni okeru kentō kekka (torimatome) [shiryo] [Investigation Result of the Investigation Working Team for the Training System for Legal Professionals (summary) [appendices], Appendix 11 (heisei 22nen 7gatsu 6nichi) [July 6, 2010].
Table 4 *

Outline of Legal Reform in Japan:  
The “Three Pilars” of Legal Reform

Pillar One:  The Justice System  – “Responding to Public Expectations”

Reform of the Civil Justice System
  •  Comprehensive Response to Intellectual Property Cases
    o  Establishment of “patent court” divisions in Tokyo and Osaka
    o  Reforms regarding expert witnesses
  •  Improving Access to Justice
    o  Reducing costs
    o  Making courts more accessible
  •  Geographical distribution of courts
  •  Introduction of IT during various phases of the court’s work
    o  Strengthening the Civil Legal Aid system
    o  Considering implementation of a plaintiff class action system

Reform of the Criminal Justice System
  •  Establishing a Public Defense System for Defendants

Accommodating Internationalization

Pillar Two:  The Legal Profession  – “Supporting the Justice System”

Expand the Population of Lawyers
  •  Increase Supply of Lawyers
  •  Secure Lawyers from Diverse Backgrounds

Reform the Legal Education System
  •  Introduction of Law Schools
  •  New Bar Exam Reflecting New Legal Education System

Reforming the Role of Lawyers
  •  The Social Responsibility of Lawyers: “Doctors for the People’s Social Lives”
  •  Expanding Access to Lawyers
    o  Make information about fees, past performance, expertise, etc. readily available
  •  Expanding the Expertise of Lawyers
    o  Continuing education
    o  Promote cooperation with foreign firms

Pillar Three:  The People  – “Popular Participation in the Legal System”

Increased Participation
  •  Introduction of the “Lay Judge” (Jury) System
  •  Securing Conciliators from Diverse Backgrounds
  •  Consideration of Public Opinion in Judicial Appointments and Nominations

Making the Legal System More Readily Understandable to the General Public

Improving Education of the General Public Regarding the Justice System

Table 5

Chronology of Legal Reform in Japan

1999 – Training period at the Legal Research and Training Institute (LRTI) shortened from two years to 18 months.

1999 – Number of successful bar examinees reaches 1,000 for the first time.

July 1999 – Justice System Reform Council established to examine the justice system.

2000 – Population of registered Japanese lawyers is 17,126.

2001 – 990 (2.5%) examinees pass the bar exam.

June 2001 – The Justice System Reform Council releases its recommendations for reforms to the justice system.

• Graduates of new law schools are intended to have a 70-80% bar passage rate
• Goal of at least 1,500 successful bar examinees annually by 2004 under the old bar examination.
• Goal of at least 3,000 successful bar examinees annually by 2010 under the new bar examination (with the goal of having phased out the old bar examination)
• Goal of 50,000 practicing lawyers by 2018.

April 2004 – Sixty-eight American-style law schools begin operation. Of 72,800 applicants, 2,792 are admitted.

May 2004 – The Diet passes the law instating the Saiban-in (lay judge) system.

2005 – Amendments to the Special Measures Law Concerning the Handling of Legal Business by Foreign Lawyers come into effect, permitting partnerships between Japanese and foreign lawyers and allowing foreign firms to hire Japanese lawyers.

2006 – The new bar exam is offered for the first time. 1,009 (48.3%) examinees pass the new bar exam. The old bar exam continues to be offered.

2006 – Training period at the LRTI further shortened to one year.

April 2006 – There are now seventy-four law schools in operation.

May 2009 – The Saiban-in system is implemented. The first trial is held in August 2009.

2010 – 2,074 (25.4%) examinees pass the new bar exam.

December 1, 2010 – Population of registered Japanese lawyers is 28,868.

2011 – Population of Japanese lawyers expected to exceed 30,000.

2011 – The old bar exam is scheduled to be phased out after this year’s examination.
ABSTRACT
In the United States, the 2008 financial crisis had a serious impact on a legal profession that had been growing strongly for three decades, highlighting fundamental issues concerning the business and educational models of both law firms and law schools. This raises the interesting question of how Japan, with its much shorter history of large law firms and professional law schools, has been affected by the 2008 financial crisis and also by the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and ongoing nuclear reactor crisis.

At a recent conference sponsored by the University of Washington School of Law and Perkins Coie, a distinguished group of legal practitioners from the leading Japanese and foreign law firms in Tokyo engaged in a panel discussion which examined the current state of Japan’s legal profession. The panelists saw both the 2008 financial crisis and the Tōhoku earthquake as one-time events that will not have significant long-term impact. Despite a lesser economic impact in Japan, however, the 2008 financial crisis raised fundamental issues similar to those in the United States concerning the appropriate models for large law firms and law schools. The panelists supported the goals and direction of recent Japanese reforms that overhauled the system of legal education and increased the number of lawyers despite a number of current problems, and explicitly embraced a new model for the legal profession: rather than the traditional small elite with a narrow societal role, the Japanese bar would be significantly expanded and compete to fill a wide range of law-related roles in society.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Auf einer kürzlich ausgerichteten Konferenz, die von der Universität Washington und der Kanzlei Perkins Coie unterstützt wurde, haben eine Reihe angesehener Rechtspraktiker führender japanischer und ausländischer Kanzleien in Tokyo an einer Podiumsdiskussion teilgenommen, welche die gegenwärtige Situation des Juristenstandes in Japan untersuchte. Die Diskussionsteilnehmer betrachteten sowohl die Finanzkrise von 2008 als auch das Erdbeben von 2011 als singuläre Ereignisse ohne langfristige Auswirkungen auf die Anwaltschaft. Ungeachtet der geringeren wirtschaftlichen Auswirkungen in Japan hat die Finanzkrise dort aber ähnliche Fragen in Bezug auf geeignete Modelle für die Kanzleien und die Juristenausbildung aufgeworfen wie in den USA. Die Diskussionsteilnehmer befürworteten trotz verschiedener gegenwärtiger Probleme die Grund-
richtung und die Ziele der jüngsten japanischen Reformen, welche die juristischen Ausbildung modernisiert und die Zahl der Juristen erhöht haben. Sie begrüßten ausdrücklich das neue Berufsbild für den Anwaltsstand: Statt der traditionell kleinen Elite mit ihrer geringen gesellschaftlichen Rolle würde die Anwaltschaft erheblich vergrößert und darum wetteifern, eine breite Spanne an Rollen mit rechtlichem Bezug in der Gesellschaft einzunehmen.